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Activity Reports

Report on the Internship Program of International Course
Kazuaki YOROZU

Junior Associate Professor, Graduate School of Engineering, Kyoto University

The Undergraduate School of Global
Engineering launched its International
Course Program of Civil Engineering
in 2011. In this course, all lectures are
offered in English, and both Japanese
and international students take lectures
together. Diverse students from different
backgrounds learn together and interact
with one another to develop themselves
into globally active individuals. One of the course’s unique
modules is the International Internship to be taken in the
third year, when students undertake work experience in the
civil engineering field: international students are based in
Japan while Japanese students are placed overseas. Almost
all students on the course take this practical internship and
are highly satisfied with the opportunity it gives them to think
about their future plans.
In 2019, eight international students and three Japanese
students received hands-on training, in Japan and overseas
respectively. Of those three Japanese students, two did so
under this internship. The specific cases of these two students
are reported below.
One student conducted work experience at a construction
site at the Patimban Port of Indonesia. Although Jakarta has the
nation’s largest port at Tanjung Priok, it is likely to reach full
capacity in the near future due to the recent rapid increase in
the volume of cargo it handles. The Patimban Port is now being
constructed to diversify distribution and respond to this increase
in trade volume around Jakarta. During the internship, the student
had the opportunity to visit the construction site and learn about
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the processes/methods used, in addition to receiving classroombased training. He was also able to gain an understanding of
quality control processes and the safety management of workers.
Another student gained work experience related to the
dredging of the Marikina River in the Philippines. Manila is in
a flood-prone area, and dredging the Marikina River flowing
through the heart of Manila is urgently required to mitigate
flood damage and increase its conveyance capacity. During
the internship, the student had the opportunity to learn the
entire process of the dredging operation, primarily by visiting
construction sites, including traveling on a dredger and visiting
the disposal site of the dredged material. He also engaged in
quality control by taking soil samples and measuring water
quality, as well as having the opportunity to accompany a
safety inspection tour.
During the internships, both students had opportunities to
learn not only the technical aspects of engineering projects but
also the requirements expected of a site supervisor in relation
to quality control and safety management. We are deeply
grateful to Toyo Construction Co., Ltd. for giving the students
the opportunity to visit these sites and for supporting them.
In the current year, one other student, independently from
this program, experienced an irrigation facility improvement
project in Rwamagana, Rwanda, with the cooperation of
Tobishima Corporation. We would like to express our gratitude
to this company. Since the inception of the International
Internship, many other corporations have given our students
opportunities to visit work sites both in Japan and abroad.
We would like to once again express our gratitude for their
cooperation and request their continued support.
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Report on the Summer Intensive Course at Kyoto University
Yasuto TACHIKAWA
As part of Program 2 (Interactive
short-term overseas study for master’s
course students), the Summer Intensive
Program of Disaster and Health Risk
Management for Liveable Cities was
held on August 2‒12, 2019 at Kyoto
University. It was attended by 43
students from 11 countries. On August
3, Professor Mai Trong Nhuan from
Vietnam National University, Hanoi, gave a special lecture
about climate change and the assessment of its effects on
Southeast Asia, helping the audience to learn about adaptation
to climate change and the knowledge gained from living with
floods. On August 5 the students visited NEWJEC Inc. to meet
with engineers working on global projects. This provided an
opportunity to learn about Japan’s flood control measures
from various perspectives through the group work discussions.
After that, the students deepened their understanding of natural
disasters such as earthquakes, tsunamis, and floods, and their
countermeasures, as well as risk management themes and
water conservation. Following the classroom lectures in the
mornings, group work was conducted on the lecture contents
in the afternoons. Through exchanges of opinion between the
short-term international students and Japanese students, they
gained better understanding of specific themes and learned

Professor, Graduate School of Engineering, Kyoto University
about different ways of thinking. On August 9, thanks to the
Kinki Regional Development Bureau, Lake Biwa Office, of
the Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, Transport and Tourism,
the students visited the construction site of the Amagase Dam
Redevelopment Project. They learned about the construction
methods of the extension to the discharge tunnel, and how
improving the discharging function will enable the more
efficient use of the dam’s reservoir. The two-week program
included a special lecture, a one-day internship, a site tour, and
daily classroom lectures and group works (there were seven
groups), with the requirement to submit daily reports in English.
This intensive two-week program gave the students valuable
opportunities to improve their English communication skills
and make friends with international students, as well as to gain
an understanding of the lecture contents.

Group Work at One-day Internship

Orientation at Kyoto Univ., August 2, 2019
Group Work at Kyoto Univ.

With Prof. Dr. Mai Trong Nhuan from VNU, August 3, 2019

Group Presentation

One-day Internship at Newjec Inc.,

Field Trip to Amagase Dam, August 9, 2019
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Report on the Summer Intensive Course in Thailand
Nao OTOMO

Program Specific Assistant Professor to “International Program on Resilient Society Development under Changing Climate”
Graduate School of Engineering, Kyoto University

On August 27, the first day of the
field trip, the students visited Ayutthaya
Province near Bangkok and saw Wat
Chai Watthanaram Temple and Wat
Phanan Choeng Temple (Wat Phu Khao
Thong) in the Historic City of Ayutthaya.
This ancient city was developed in
the delta plain of the Chao Phraya
River and repeatedly suffered flood
damage. Associate Professor Suttisak Soralump of Kasetsart
University accompanied the party and gave a lecture about
flood countermeasures in the historical district from his
professional viewpoint. The students also learned about the
culture and history of Thailand by actually seeing the nation’s

historic temple architectures.
On August 28, the second day of the field trip, the students
visited Khun Dan Prakarn Chon Dam. It is located in Nakhon
Nayok Province, northeast of Bangkok. The dam, with the
Khao Yai National Park in the background, was constructed by
order of King Rama IX to prevent floods in the Nakhon Nayok
area, to secure a stable water supply to agricultural land, to
improve soil for agriculture, and to provide hydropower. It
was completed in 2004. After an overview of the dam given
by a Royal Irrigation Department official, the students saw the
entire structure from the roadway on the top of the dam, which
is 2,720 m long.
This two-day field trip gave opportunities to learn about
flood control and irrigation in the central region of Thailand.
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Voices of the students attending the RSDC Program 2019
The comments below are excerpted from “Report on RSDC program 2019”.

ELFADIL MOHAMMED MAHMOUD MOHAMMED
School of Environmental Resources and Development-School of Engineering and Technology, Asian Institute of Technology
By joining the RSDC program I gained very valuable knowledge and information from a variety of study areas. My
major is public health and disaster management, which means that I am more aware about health hazards that may be
induced by man-made or natural disasters, and the measures that must be taken to solve health-related issues. But I didn’t
know much about other hazards of geological and hydrological origin, such as landslides, land subsidence, and floods,
and the role of engineers in taking countermeasures. However, by joining this program I learned a lot from the lectures
delivered by highly knowledgeable professors, and I filled my knowledge gap in these fields. I learned more from group
discussions with my team, who came from various countries, and I gained familiarity with the differences in pronunciation.
All these experiences and knowledge gained from this program will help me to complete my research. These experiences
will also be valuable when I am able to apply them in my country, as it faces several types of disaster every year.

NELSON STEPHEN LISING VENTURA

Faculty of Engineering, Chulalongkorn University

For the one-month RSDC program, students from various universities gathered together in Japan and Thailand to learn
more about resilient social development under climate change. I expected that the program would help me to understand
my research path, learn more about disasters so that I may help my country, and widen my network. However, the whole
experience has exceeded my expectations and has given me more than I imagined. My knowledge of disasters and climate
change has been improved and strengthened through the detailed lectures given by outstanding lecturers, especially on
topics outside my field of study. The group discussions and presentations gave me a better outlook on the similarities
and differences between countries, as people from diverse backgrounds shared their own opinions and perspectives.
Furthermore, the field trips showed concrete and notable real-life applications of the theories and concepts discussed
in class. In addition, appreciating the culture of another country and creating meaningful lifelong friendships with the
other students made the experience exceptional. As every student proceeds with his or her life and career, I believe that all of us can use our
experiences on this program to save lives from disasters and create a livable society for all.

THITI CHANCHAYANON

Faculty of Engineering, Kasetsart University

With the experience from the program that I participated in, and with the main major that I am pursuing in Geotechnical
Engineering, I think that one benefit of this program is to directly improve my design skill and knowledge. This can be
used in the job I pursue after graduating with a master’s degree. Another benefit is that the program made me realize the
importance of the soft skill of communication in the workplace, among coworkers from different professions and with
knowledge in different areas. The new environment of international culture is really exciting, and has shown that working
abroad is another opportunity for me. The inspiration of going outside the safe zone encourages us to learn and to acquire
new skills.
But the most important thing is that we, the younger generation, had pointed out to us the real problems that affect
society, and can come together to help each other to solve the prioritized problems, from global warming to natural risks
and disasters, and make the world a better place for the others.

NGUYEN DOANH KHOA

Faculty of Geology, VNU University of Science

Meeting new friends was one of the great things about this course. I have new friends from many regions, who not
only helped me to improve my knowledge of the subject, but also taught me many things about their countries and people
from different cultures. I had the opportunity to work and share ideas with many friends from Japan, Thailand, Myanmar,
Taiwan and Indonesia. Besides the classroom hours, we had moments together that were most enjoyable and meaningful.
We shared knowledge, our plans for the future, and stories of ups and downs in our lives. That really is a valuable and
memorable experience. I hope we will keep in touch and will meet again in the near future. It seems impossible to see
everyone again, but I really want to come back here; what a wonderful place.

Trying to perform “English Rakugo”

At Lake Biwa Museum

At Lake Biwa Museum
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ESTHER RO HNIANG

Department of Civil Engineering, Yangon Technological University

Besides attending expert professors’ lectures, we also talked to each other about our cultures and experiences, and
learnt about each others’ languages during the program. Even though it was for only a month, I learnt many things from
the professors from various fields, and also from friends from different places and with more diverse backgrounds than I
can count. I’ll always be thankful to the RSDC program coordinators, the professors, and the group I worked with during
the whole program. My experiences from this program were most satisfying, and I also feel much more prepared for my
future study. Not only did this program teach me more than I could have imagined, it is one of the unforgettable memories
in my life.

AUNG KO KYAW

Department of Civil Engineering, Mandalay Technological University
We had to take one management subject in the MS class, held at Kyoto University, Japan, and one engineering subject
in the AES class, held at Kasetsart University, Bangkok, Thailand. Both subjects were very useful for participants from
every country. We had to present our opinions within each group and discuss then in a short presentation. In this way,
we got different opinions and problem-solving ideas from various points of view, and we could use them in our future
plans for the management of different types of disaster. In addition, our discussions and presentations could improve our
communication skill with each other, and so we could form more friendships within a short period of time. I would like
to thank everyone who gave me such a great chance to participate in this program.

KETYA HUN

Faculty of Hydrology and Water Resources Engineering, Institute of Technology of Cambodia
The RSDC Exchange Program at Kyoto University gave me an unforgettable experience in a class full of international
students. During the class, we did a lot of activities as a team. I was in a group of seven. Everyone in our team was very
active and participated in all activities in class. We also did homework together after class. Friendships grew quickly, and
we understood each other more and became closer as time went on. Besides schoolwork, we did many things together. We
had lunch together; we went to see many places in Kyoto; and we went to the firework festival at Lake Biwa. We spent
a lot of time together and shared a lot about ourselves. I learnt a lot about Japanese culture and understood more about
Japan. Attending this program was just like working in an international team. It opened my world and my mind. This
cross-culture work experience will be really useful for my future career in an international corporation. To me, the best
part of this program is the people I met. I hope I can work with them again one day.

PETR VOHNICKY
International Master Program on Natural Hazard Mitigation and Management College of Engineering, National Cheng Kung University
I must record my appreciation of the effort put into this program by all the staff from the universities involved, because I
enjoyed this month very much. All the lectures were interesting, and I can honestly say that every professor tried to present
as much knowledge as he or she was able to the students. Furthermore, the RSDC is not only about these amazing lectures;
it is about the promotion of the importance of group work and the friendships that we could make. I met a lot of nice and
kind people during this session, and I believe that I improved my communication skill during our group work. Also, time
management was so significant, especially for the process of making a group PowerPoint presentation. We must correctly
choose the points that we want to present in a very short period of time. I think this rapid decision-making is the most
crucial thing in disaster management, because before or after a disaster we must always choose the right solution for a huge
variety of situations and save people’s lives. This is all due to RSDC, and a project that I am glad to be part of.

KARINA INDRA SARI

Faculty of Engineering, Brawijaya University

This was my first time to visit Japan and meet many friends from different countries. I am so glad to have joined the
RSDC Program this summer. I learned so many things about climate change and disaster risk management. I had a lot of
experiences during the program. I could improve my English skills, learn more about disaster and climate change, Japanese
culture and lifestyle, and learn about how to have good relationships with people from various countries. While on the
RSDC program, my friends and I discussed a case study of climate change and disaster from each country. As an urban
planner from Indonesia, I will use my knowledge and experience from the case studies in many countries to make the best
choices I can in my country, for the best mitigation of disaster and climate change.

Group Presentation at Kasetsart Univ.
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At Wat Chai Watthana Ram Temple

At Wat Chai Watthana Ram Temple
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YU SU

Graduate School of Science and Engineering, Kansai University

In addition to the lectures, we had several chances to have group discussions. During group discussions, we usually
talked about the countermeasures to disasters. It was quite difficult for me to offer unique ideas, so during the discussions,
I always did some searching and saw how people deal with disaster. However, I found that the countermeasures our group
gave were always similar, such as improving construction or providing an early warning system, but without mentioning
details. I believe the basic methods of disaster mitigation are always similar, but situations can differ, which means that
even for the same kind of disaster, sometimes we cannot use the same countermeasures. That means we must have the
ability to find the best way to mitigate a disaster, based on our knowledge. During the discussion, we shared ideas with
each other and obtained information to expand our knowledge of disaster mitigation, so that in the future, we can make
better decisions on disaster mitigation. Besides that, teamwork gave us a chance to talk with foreign students and helped
us build better relationships with each other. I will never forget this experience. Teamwork is also a good way for me to study; it is important
to hear others speaking during teamwork.

HIROMI ONISHI

Graduate School of Science and Engineering, Kansai University

This program was my first opportunity to interact with foreign students. I could learn various new things through
classes and daily activities, and it was a very meaningful month for me. I learned a lot, not only about climate change but
also the passion to study shown by my foreign friends. They are always hard-working, and proud of their studying. They
taught me many things, including their way of life in their own counties, and their thoughts about many things. Thanks
to them, I am determined to work more aggressively in disaster management, and I am greedy to improve my knowledge
and ability.
Natural disasters are a major problem in any country, and their physical mechanisms are common throughout the world.
I realized this strongly during the program, so I decided to become a human resource who can connect Japan and the
world, using specialized knowledge about disaster management. Someday I want to be a person who can save many lives
while cooperating with people all over the world.

SHOGO IZAWA

Graduate School of Engineering, Kyoto University
What I was most impressed by on the RSDC program was the many students I met. First of all, they were very kind and
friendly. What also impressed me was their willingness to study. There was a considerable difference between their ability
to speak English and their knowledge, compared to Japanese students. When giving presentations, they were able to
communicate their thoughts to the audience. I learned through this program the importance of having a broad perspective.
In my future student life, I would like to make use of what I have learned through this experience, and work more
actively on my studies and research. In addition, I think it is necessary to acquire interdisciplinary knowledge, not only in
one's own specialized field but also in various other fields.

YUKI TAKEUCHI

Graduate School of Engineering, Kyoto University
I participated in the RSDC program last August and I am confident that my experience in this program can be utilized
in the future. I made many foreign friends. This experience eliminated my resistance to speaking English. At the same
time, I gained a deeper understanding by learning something about foreign cultures, and was able to recognize the good
aspects of Japanese culture. Through the class, I was able to deepen my understanding of disasters as well as my area of
specialization, urban planning. At the same time, it was an opportunity to think about how to contribute to the team when
I could not communicate well in English. From these experiences, I can now feel confident about overseas exchanges, to
which I used to be resistant. I feel that my career has expanded because there are no longer any traps abroad.

At Wat Phananchoeng Temple

At Khun Dan Prakarn Chon Dam

At Khun Dan Prakarn Chon Dam
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News & Events

News
English training for RSDC students
From June to July in 2019, training in English writing
and speaking was conducted for Japanese students who
were taking the RSDC program. The purpose of the
training was to enhance the ability of the students to
communicate and prepare reports in English. All the
RSDC students tackled their assignments diligently and
successfully made use of what they had learned in the
training while they participated in this year’s program.
English Training Class

Program 1 of RSDC Program
From August to September in 2019, the program 1
of RSDC program (Overseas internship program for
undergraduate students) was conducted in Indonesia
and the Philippines. The reports of the students will be
reported in the RSDC Newsletter Vol. 6.

The 29th IHP Training Course
The Water Resources Research Center of Disaster
Internship program
Prevention Research Institute, Kyoto University, jointly
with the Institute for Space-Earth Environment Research
of Nagoya University, facilitated the International
Hydrological Programme (IHP) Training Course, a short-term training project of UNESCO IHP, from 3 to 12
December, 2019. With the support from the RSDC program, two doctoral students from the Yangon Technological
University (Myanmar), and one master’s student from the Institute of Technology of Cambodia joined the course.

Events
RSDC FD Symposium in Bangkok, Thailand
The 3rd RSDC Faculty Development Symposium will be held in Bangkok, Thailand on January, 13th, 2020. The
symposium will review the contents of RSDC program of FY 2019, and also discuss how to conduct programs
in future years. Around 35 teaching staffs from five ASEAN Alliance Universities, Kansai University and Kyoto
University are expected to participate.

<Contact Information>

Office for Promotion of the Inter-University Exchange Program
C1-2-155, Kyotodaigaku Katsura, Nishikyo-ku, Kyoto 615-8540, Japan
Email: contact@drc.t.kyoto-u.ac.jp
Phone: +81-75-383-3397~9
Fax:

+81-75-383-3400

http://www.drc.t.kyoto-u.ac.jp/rsdc/
大学の世界展開力強化事業推進室
〒615-8540
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京都市西京区京都大学桂C1-2 155号室

<Related Institutions>

Graduate School of Engineering
http://www.t.kyoto-u.ac.jp/en/
工学研究科
Graduate School of Global Environmental Studies
http://www.ges.kyoto-u.ac.jp/english/
地球環境学堂・学舎
Graduate School of Management
http://www.gsm.kyoto-u.ac.jp/en/
経営管理大学院
Disaster Prevention Research Institute
https://www.dpri.kyoto-u.ac.jp/en/
防災研究所

